White, bright and light
French Provincial style and a few modern touches make this room a classic
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French Provincial style doesn’t date. In fact, it
has remained in vogue for centuries and has
universal appeal across many generations. The
owners of this kitchen admired the style and
when contemplating their kitchen renovation they
wanted to achieve a French Provincial appearance
without looking outdated, with lots of open spaces
and storage incorporated as well.
The owners’ list of requirements was quite
extensive. While the French Provincial style
appealed to them, they also wanted some modern
touches, such as stainless-steel appliances. And as
the room needs to cater to a large family, enough
seating for seven was essential.
Design wise, they wished for an appliance
cabinet with internal LED strip lighting to light
up crockery and glasses, glass display cabinets to
show off treasured kitchen items and bay windows
to flood the space with light and to provide a
pleasant outlook.
When planning the space, Michael Attard,
designer at Attard’s Kitchens and Cabinetry, had to
take into consideration three entries to and from
the kitchen as well as different floor levels and two
large windows.
But the work didn’t end there. The renovation
included Attard’s Kitchens and Cabinetry reducing
door sizes and closing in other doorways leading
to and from the kitchen. The Attard’s team also

removed a dividing wall to create one large room
from two, giving the family essential extra space.
They also installed a beam in the roof, moved one
window up and installed new ceilings.
Long expanses of 30mm CaesarStone benchtop
provide a clean, crisp palette that accentuates the
white polyurethane doors and gives the family
the preparation area they need. Chrome and brass
handles on the cupboard doors and drawers add
a traditional touch and fit with French Provincial
design ideals.
“This kitchen now has a lot of character and is a
space that can be used by the whole family at the
one time,” said Michael of this design classic.
The kitchen was designed by Michael Attard and
built by attard’s Kitchens and cabinetry
7 Bonz Place, Seven Hill NSW 2147
Phone (02) 9838 8608
Email alison@attards.com.au
Website www.attards.com.au
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The breakfast bar provides enough
room for this family of seven to gather
in the kitchen for casual meals.
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